Energy costs are an increasing part of the total cost of ownership of HPC systems. As HPC systems become increasingly energy proportional in an effort to reduce energy costs, interconnect links stand out for their inefficiency. Commodity interconnect links remain "always-on", consuming full power even when no data is being transmitted. Although various techniques have been proposed towards energy-proportional interconnects, they are often too conservative or are not focused toward HPC. Aggressive techniques for interconnect energy savings are often not applied to HPC, in particular, because they may incur excessive performance overheads. Any energy-saving technique will only be adopted in HPC if there is no significant impact on performance, which is still the primary design objective. This paper explores interconnect energy proportionality from a performance perspective. We characterize HPC applications over on/off links and propose PerfBound, a technique that reduces link energy, subject to a bound on the application's performance degradation. We also propose PerfBoundRatio, which maintains the same performance bound across an entire hierarchical network. Finally, we propose PerfBoundPredict, which improves energy savings using an idle time prediction mechanism. Even when predictions are inaccurate, the performance degradation is still bounded. The techniques require no changes to the application and add no communication between nodes and/or switches. We evaluate our techniques using HPC traces from production supercomputers. Our results show that, configured with a 1% performance bound, 13 out of 15 applications are inside the bound, and average link energy savings are 60% for PerfBound and 68% for PerfBoundPredict.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, the field of HPC has become increasingly concerned by power consumption and energy efficiency. This is especially true in the design of future exascale systems, which will only be practicable through a dramatic improvement in energy efficiency [4] . Successive technological advances in micro-architecture and process technology have not only sustained tremendous performance scaling, but have also considerably increased performance per watt. With energy optimized processors and memory, attention is moving towards the interconnect.
Interconnects contribute a significant portion of the system's energy consumption. D. Abts et al. [5] recently showed that a typical interconnect consumes 12% of the total system power at full load, and more when the application does not fully utilize the CPU and memory. Improved energy proportionality in the compute elements naturally increases the proportion of energy consumed by the interconnect. The main reason for a lack of energy proportionality is that interconnect links, which consume up to 65% of the total interconnect power, are essentially "always-on", continually transmitting signals, even when idle, in order to maintain alignment and synchronization [6, 7, 8] .
HPC applications require a high-performance interconnect, to support their peak communications demand, but the average utilization of the network is low. Moreover, much of the interconnect's idle time is contributed by relatively long idle periods [9, 10] . Figure 1 shows the communication behavior of LINPACK [1] , BT [2] , and NAMD [3] . Fourteen of the fifteen applications examined in this work exhibited regular patterns similar to Figures 1(a) and 1(b). These applications have short intensive communication bursts, separated by long computation phases, during which the inter-connect is idle. The final application, NAMD, shown in Figure 1(c), appears irregular, but it still exhibited low network utilization and considerable interconnect energy savings.
Several proposals attempt to exploit the above-mentioned opportunities to save energy [5, 11, 12, 13, 14] . These proposals are built upon one of the following underlying mechanisms. Firstly, on/off links are powered down during idle periods. An important example is IEEE 802.3az Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE) [8, 15] , approved in 2010, which is primarily designed to save network power consumption in homes, offices and data centres. Alternatively, bandwidth tunable links adapt the network bandwidth to the communication requirements, reducing the frequency or the number of channels when demand is low, and therefore also reducing the power consumption. An important example is InfiniBand, which implements variable bandwidth as well as a variable number of active 1× links. Effective use of on/off links is especially important, given that it is the mechanism implemented in Energy Efficient Ethernet, and together, 1Gb and 10Gb Ethernet account for 43% of the systems in the November 2013 TOP500 list.
In both cases, changing power state incurs a delay; for example, EEE on a 10Gbps link requires 3µs to sleep and 4µs to wake. Also, the physical layer specification provides the underlying mechanisms, but the decisions as to when to enter and leave power-saving states are left to the vendor. These decisions are critical, especially in HPC, for which, although energy-efficiency is increasingly important, the primary design objective is still performance. Any proposed energy-saving technique will only be adopted if there is no significant reduction in performance.
This paper introduces PerfBound, a link energy saving technique for on/off links that reacts to performance overheads. The only parameter is a limit on the performance degradation, which was set to 1% in the evaluation. PerfBound is self-contained, in that the application is not modified and decisions are taken using local state, without any additional communication between nodes and/or switches.
In a multi-hop network, each link in the route may implement power-saving techniques, each of which may incur latency, multiplying the performance overheads. We therefore propose PerfBoundRatio, which maintains the same application performance target, across the whole hierarchical on/off network, by automatically adjusting to the application's communication locality. As for PerfBound, the application is not modified, decisions are taken using local state only, and there are no application-dependent parameters.
Finally, we propose PerfBoundPredict, which adds an idle time prediction mechanism, based on techniques used in CPU branch predictors. PerfBoundPredict exploits the fact that HPC application communication patterns are typically repetitive, and, when the idle period is predicted to be long, it enables the link to enter sleep mode without first waiting for the timer to elapse, which would otherwise incur unnecessary energy consumption. It also allows the link to be turned back on in time for the next message, avoiding the wake overhead. The interaction with PerfBound or PerfBoundRatio ensures that, even though prediction may be incorrect, the total performance degradation is still controlled.
In summary, in order for HPC to adapt energy proportional interconnects, it's crucial that performance overheads caused by the same are controlled. In this regard, the key novelty behind our work is that we examine and propose on/off link management mechanisms that account for performance degradation. To be specific, the novel contributions of this paper are as follows:
A detailed analysis of the communication behavior in
HPC applications provides insights on the correct management of on/off links. We identify that, for the application to remain within a given performance overhead bound, a certain number of messages, per unit time, can be allowed to incur wakeup delays. We show how the energy savings depend on making the right choice of messages to delay. 2. We use the above insights to propose PerfBound, a technique that saves energy, subject to a bound on the performance degradation. PerfBound monitors the number of wake-up delays and it adjusts the internal parameters to become more or less aggressive, optimizing energy savings subject to the performance overhead bound. We also propose PerfBoundRatio, which respects the same bound on the total overhead in a hierarchical network. 3. Finally, we propose a prediction mechanism for predicting link idle period durations. Knowing the duration of the next idle period allows the link to be turned off immediately, when doing so is appropriate, and it allows the link to be turned back on in time for the next message, avoiding overheads. Prediction is disabled when idle periods are unpredictable. In addition, prediction is always controlled by PerfBound, and disabled when mis-prediction could breach the performance bound. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses background and prior work. In Section 3, we investigate the causes of performance degradation and, based on insights gathered, make a case for performance bounding in interconnects. We propose our mechanisms and discuss their technical details. Finally in Sections 4 and 5, we discuss the evaluation of our proposed techniques and conclude.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
As discussed in the introduction, interconnect energy proportionality can be supported in two main ways: either through on/off links; e.g. Energy Efficient Ethernet, or through varying the bandwidth; e.g. InfiniBand. This paper focuses on on/off links, for two main reasons. Firstly, bandwidth tunable links at low power mode are still "always-on" at their lowest bandwidth. Recent work [5] found that in the lowest energy state, bandwidth tunable links consume 40% of their maximum power consumption. In contrast, when an on/off link is switched off, it typically consumes about 10% of peak power. Secondly, on/off links are used in Energy Efficient Ethernet, as described below. Although this paper does not discuss bandwidth tunable links any further, the contributions, specifically idle time characterization and prediction, can also be applied to bandwidth tunable links.
Energy Efficient Ethernet (EEE): In 2010, the IEEE 802.3az Energy Efficient Ethernet Task Force published its standard for Ethernet energy efficiency [8, 15] . Since Internet infrastructure is primarily built using Ethernet, the mandate of the task force was to reduce the significant contribution of these network devices to the national power budget [8, 11] . After considering various proposals, including adaptively changing the link rate, the task force adopted the proposal known as Low Power Idle (LPI) [8, 15] .
Low Power Idle (LPI) proposes modifications to existing Ethernet standards that allow the link to switch between "sleep" and "wake" modes on demand, to save energy. At low power mode, the link is still periodically refreshed and awaits frames, hence is not completely off. Arrival of a frame triggers the signaling of a wake up transition to turn on the link. Frame transmission starts when both the transceiver and receiver PHY are both active. At the subsequent hop, arriving frames are buffered while a subsequent link is signalled for wake-up. LPI was considered straightforward to implement, since it freezes the state of the transceiver when the link enters sleep and it restores the state when it wakes [15] . Switches that support EEE, targeting data centers, are already commercially available.
The Ethernet family of interconnects is used in the largest share of systems in TOP500; specifically, 43% of the systems in the Nov. 2013 list use 1Gb/10Gb Ethernet. The growing popularity of Ethernet in HPC, coupled with the need for energy proportionality, makes a strong case for performanceaware techniques for EEE. We believe that the insights presented in this paper could help vendors in designing EEE technology for HPC and the standardization effort in the upcoming EEE for 40/100Gb links (IEEE P802.3bm). To this end, as discussed in the methodology section, the figures presented in this paper use timing information from the EEE specification.
Related Work
Jian Li, et al., [11] discuss on/off networks that use snoop messages that arrive at the NICs as an indication of an impending message. In nodes that have snoop-based coherence, snooping messages would arrive at the link before an impending message, which could be used to trigger the link on, before the actual arrival of the message. They also propose the use of an always-on control network that sends control signals through the routing path of a message to wake up subsequent links. They further propose software enhancements which would have programmers annotate the code signalling an impending message. Similarly, Soteriou, et al., [16] show that on/off networks incur a large performance penalty and hence, they propose software mechanisms such as parallelizing compilers for network power savings.
Gupta, et al., in their work [17] , show opportunistic sleeping of links is possible, but their technique increases mean latency. Vassos, et al., [18] discusses a design space analysis for on/off based links. They propose using multiple routing paths available in torus like networks to shut down parts of the network during periods of low load. They evaluate their proposal with message arrivals following a Poisson process. Similarly, Alonso, et al., [19] propose shutting down redundant links (sub-trees) in their fat-tree system to save energy. These proposals do not discuss the performance impact of bursty communications that are typical of HPC. Similarly Ethernet evaluation reports [7, 8] also use synthetic benchmarks to evaluate on/off networks. Relevant work on Energy Efficient Ethernet [7, 8, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23] provide detailed evaluations on EEE for its potential for desktop and IT based systems; however, do not target HPC workloads. Totoni, et al., [24] show that not all links of a network executing an HPC application are utilized hence propose runtime techniques to find links in the network that are never utilized, to turn them off. However, their work does not adaptively turn on/off links. D. Abts et al., [5] proposed energy proportional interconnects based on reducing the link rates of aggregated links. In their approach, during periods of inactivity, link rates are reduced to a lower link bandwidth to save energy. Work by Kim, et al., [14] evaluate energy proportional networks and compare links based on dynamic voltage scaling and on/off links. They show that dynamic voltage scaling in links causes a significant increase in latency and show that on/off based techniques perform comparatively better. Our previous work [10] , presents a case for Energy Efficient Ethernet. We show that increase in latencies due to wake-up could be harmful to certain HPC applications. Furthermore, having the link on for a static period of time after link becomes idle, reduces performance overheads. However, the previous work is a static approach and cannot handle all applications. The difference between this work and the above proposals is that, it targets adaptive link energy savings accounting for application performance degradation. Yoshi, et al., [25] , propose ATPT -a prediction mechanism to find message sizes with src-dest pairs. They show that src-dest pairs could be used to improve prediction accuracy. When the size of the next message size is known, they tune the network frequency to the requirements of the next message size. Their work however does not predict idle link periods which are required for on/off based networks.
ENERGY EFFICIENT LINKS FOR HPC -A PERFORMANCE PERSPECTIVE
This section presents our performance-centric approach to energy efficiency in on/off based HPC interconnects.
Methodology
We used an extension of the Dimemas cluster simulator, which has been found to be accurate to within 10% and validated against production supercomputers, including Blue Gene/L, P, Q, and three generations of MareNostrum [26, 27, 28] . We modified the network model to support a hierarchical network, with on/off links controlled by our proposed techniques. The simulation infrastructure is driven by traces, which record CPU intervals and MPI events, independent of the network configuration, measured from a real execution on MareNostrum. The CPU intervals are scaled by relative CPU performance. MPI events imply dependencies, which ensure correctness. Link energy consumption is modelled as 100% when "on" or during transition between on/off states, and 10% when "off". All energy figures are normalised to percentage of original energy-to-solution.
The simulator is configured to model a cluster with a three-level hierarchical network. Applications are executed on 64, 128 or 256 nodes, grouped into 8, 16, or 32 nodes per rack, respectively, forming eight racks in total. Nodes are connected to the top-of-the-rack switch, which is in-turn connected to a two-level, four-node 2-ary fat tree. The network is statically routed, cut-through flow-control with fully duplex links. Each node is a two-socket high-end CPU with 225GFlops (based on TOP500 machines with two Intel Xeon sockets). The switch latency is configured at 320ns for the first hop and 80ns for subsequent hops. Edge links are configured at 20Gb/s, while the higher two levels are 40Gb/s and 100Gb/s respectively. The two directions of the fullduplex links can be turned on and off separately. We use the wake-up and sleep times of 4µs and 3µs for Energy Efficient Ethernet [8, 15] .
We used fifteen HPC applications. The original traces were large, on the order of hundreds of gigabytes, so simula-tion was done for a few iterations of the outer loop, as shown in Figure 1 . Traces obtained for ALYA [29] , LINPACK [1] , BT [2] , CG [2] , FT [2] and MG [2] where executed on 256 nodes, QUANTUM [30] , WRF [31] MILC [32] , GROMACS [33] and GADGET [34] on 128 nodes, and NAMD [3] , PEPC [35] , SP and LU [2] on 64 nodes.
Motivation
Although the EEE standard defines mechanisms for entering and leaving the sleep mode (low power idle), it does not define how to decide when to do so. A naive, and aggressive, technique is to always turn the link off as soon as it becomes idle and to turn it back on only on demand. There is, however, a fundamental trade-off between energy savings and performance overhead: aggressive techniques, such as the above save more energy but may introduce too much network latency, whereas conservative techniques incur a low performance overhead but they achieve little energy savings.
One difficulty in HPC is that different applications react differently to increases in latency. Figure 2 shows a sensitivity analysis of application performance to wake-up latency, assuming the naive management technique. The x-axis is the wake-up latency (which for EEE is about 4µs/link). Applications that are least sensitive, including Quantum [30] and BT [2] , can potentially tolerate an aggressive energy saving technique, since the naive approach incurs only about 2% performance overhead. In contrast, GROMACS [33] and NAMD [3] have unacceptable performance degradation, with their execution time roughly doubled, so they require a rather conservative energy saving scheme.
There are two questions related to the management of on/off links: when to turn the link off, and when to turn it back on. An ideal solution, which obtains maximum energy savings, is to turn the link off immediately after each message and to turn it back on at the correct time in anticipation of the next message (if the idle period is shorter than the sum of the sleep and wake times, then the link is, of course, not switched off). This scheme, however, requires an accurate and precise prediction of the arrival time of the next message. If the prediction is wrong, then, either the link is woken up too late, incurring a performance overhead, or too soon, wasting potential energy savings.
A simple mechanism that can work well is to turn the link off only after a specific duration of idle time, which we call the LinkOFF threshold, and to turn it back on when the next message arrives. The naive approach described above corresponds to LinkOFF=0. Our previous study [10] found that this mechanism can work well in HPC. Since different applications have different sensitivities to increases in latencies, the optimal value of LinkOFF depends on the application. This paper proposes PerfBound, which determines the correct LinkOFF threshold to obtain maximum energy savings subject to a performance bound. It also proposes PerfBoundRatio, which extends the scheme to cover hierarchical on/off networks.
Using the LinkOFF timer works well for both short idle periods, for which the link correctly remains on throughout, and long idle periods, for which its disadvantages are negligible: the energy consumption before the timer elapses is small, and so is the performance overhead of waking on demand. It works less well if there are a large number of idle periods of intermediate duration. We therefore propose PerfBoundPredict, which adds an idle time predictor. Since HPC application communication patterns are often repetitive, the idle time predictor is often able to provide an accurate prediction of the length of the idle period. If the idle period is predicted to be large enough, the link is switched off immediately and switched back on in time to avoid the wake overhead on the following message. This method avoids the energy consumption otherwise incurred before the LinkOFF threshold has elapsed, and it allows the link to be switched off inside much shorter idle periods, since the associated wake up latency is usually avoided. An important disadvantage of prediction is the potential performance impact of mis-prediction. Interaction with the performance bounding mechanism of PerfBound ensures that even when the prediction is not possible or is incorrect, the total performance degradation is still controlled. Our first key insight, in the development of PerfBound, is that, since every time the link is switched off, one message will later be delayed by the wake-up time, the performance overhead is approximately proportional to the number of times the link is switched off. This is an approximation, since the method cannot track chains of dependencies among nodes. Tracking dependency chains requires either that the user or compiler annotates the application, or that additional messages are sent by the run-time system and monitored by the switches. Either approach adds complexity, with the result that such a proposal would be unlikely to be adopted in practice. We believe, on balance, that our approach gives the right compromise, especially since the results, described in Section 4, show that this approximation is generally sound. In summary, the performance overhead bound translates to a fixed number of messages, per unit time, that can be delayed. The following heuristics ensure that this number of delayed messages is not exceeded, and that the right choice of messages to delay is made, to get the maximum energy savings.
Understanding the overhead of link wake up and idle time predictability
In order to make overhead-aware decisions for link energy savings, it is important to first understand how wakeup latencies translate to performance overheads. In Figure 2 , we showed that different applications have different sensitivities to wake-up latencies. To look at this question in more detail, we examine the application overheads by applying the wakeup delays selectively. From this point in this paper, we refer to "message inter-arrival periods" as idle link events. LinkOFF Threshold Figure 3 : Application performance overhead as LinkOFF threshold is varied -normalised to execution over an always-on network. Figure 3 shows a sensitivity analysis plot relating the LinkOFF threshold, on the x-axis, to application performance. As mentioned previously, the LinkOFF threshold controls the time for which the link must be idle, but kept on, before it is turned off. At low values of the LinkOFF threshold, the links turn off after many short idle periods, which translates to high performance overheads, due to the latency of frequently turning back on when required. As the LinkOFF threshold is increased, the performance overhead drops, eventually approaching zero. This is because, as the threshold is increased, the number of idle link events that exceed the threshold decreases towards zero. If an acceptable level of performance overhead for the application is 5%, for example, then Figure 3 can be used to determine an application-dependent static value for the LinkOFF threshold. For application LU, for instance, we can see that an appropriate value of the LinkOFF threshold would be 80µs. In this case, the link remains on for the first 80µs in each idle period, saving power on all idle link events that are longer than this, but maintaining performance overhead inside the specified bound of 5%.
The application behavior can be understood in greater detail, from the perspective of idle link events, by looking at the heatmaps in Figure 4 . All sub-figures show the length of the current idle link event on the x-axis and the length of the next idle link event on the y-axis, for LINPACK [1] , BT [2] and NAMD [3] according to the title. idle time. The main difference for BT is that its most common idle link event duration also contributes significantly to the total idle time. Further, as mentioned in the introduction, NAMD is an outlier in our set of applications. In Figures 4(e) and 4(f), it is clear that the application is irregular. In the context of predictability, for any current idle link event of 4(e) there are no event clusters that have an especially high probability. In other words, in the case of NAMD, given knowledge of the current event's length, the next event could have any length. As shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(c), in contrast, LINPACK and BT show reasonable predictability. In the case of LINPACK, for any event of size between 10µs and 100µs, there exists a high probability that the next event is the same size; similarly in the case of BT, for events of between 1ms and 10ms.
Comparing Figures 3 and 4 , we can explain the observed performance overheads. Firstly, note from Figure 3 , that the performance overhead of LINPACK remains at about 60% until the LinkOFF threshold is increased to 10µs, where it drops to about 2% between 10µs and 100µs. Comparing that to Figure 4(a) , the performance overhead has clearly dropped as the LinkOFF threshold crossed the cluster between 10µs and 100µs. In other words, if the link remains on for about 100µs, none of the events in the cluster in Figure  4 (a) would incur performance overheads. Similarly, in the case of BT, comparing Figures 3 and 4(c) , we can see that the performance overhead of BT, starting from 2%, drops to near zero at about 1ms; this correlates to the clustering found at 1ms in Figure 4(c) . Finally, in the case of NAMD, since there are no clusters and the distribution of events is uniform, we find a gradual decrease in performance overhead, as LinkOFF is increased, falling below 1% above a threshold of 2ms, which correlates with Figure 4 (e). Note that the clustering observed in Figures 4(a) and 4(c) are due to repetitive patterns in these applications (as seen in Figure 1) , which are not seen in irregular application NAMD. Furthermore, BT has low performance overhead, even at low values of the LinkOFF threshold, because, first, at low threshold values in Figure 4 (c), no events exist to incur performance delays. Since, for BT, the number of events that exist between 1µs and 1ms is low, the reduction in the performance overhead is gradual. Secondly, for large events, the ratio of event size to delay incurred is very low. To illustrate, when a delay of 1µs is applied to an event of 1ms, the added delay corresponds to 0.1%. For LINPACK, most events are clustered at 10µs, so if a 1µs delay is added to them, each delay adds 10% of the idle time, translating to large performance overheads.
PerfBound: Bounding performance overheads in on/off HPC links
The application analysis in Section 3.3 provides several key insights. First, the application overhead is roughly proportional to the number of delayed idle link events. Secondly, the application overhead can be adjusted using the LinkOFF threshold. Thirdly, the best LinkOFF threshold depends on the application, so the algorithm itself must be dynamic, adaptive and application independent. Finally, from an energy standpoint, it is best to delay the events of longest duration. Based on the above, we propose PerfBound and PerfBoundRatio. The only parameter to the algorithms is a limit on performance degradation, which we set to 1% in the evaluation. For the purpose of the exposition, we assume that the limit is 1%, but it should be clear how to make the bound into a parameter. The approach is to first determine how many idle link events can be delayed per unit time before the overhead reaches 1%, and then to ensure that the right number of events are delayed and that they are the longest ones. The latter is done by dynamically adjusting the LinkOFF threshold.
Calculating the #events that can be delayed:
We first analyse the case where there is a single hop between two nodes. Since the overhead is assumed to come only from delayed wakeup events, the maximum number of them that can be tolerated, within a 1% bound, in a period of length X is simply 0.01X / Tw, where Tw is the wakeup delay and 0.01 corresponds to the 1% bound. As X increases, the total number of events that can be delayed also increases, in proportion. This is the value used by PerfBound, when configured with a local performance bound of 1%. The next section will describe how the LinkOFF threshold is adjusted to delay the correct number of events.
In a multi-hop network, each link in the route may implement PerfBound, multiplying the resulting performance overhead. A three-level network has a maximum hop count of six, so a single message may incur cumulative wakeup delays on three upward links and three downward links. Using the above equation directly leads to a total overhead of up to 6%. The simplest solution is to divide the global 1% performance bound equally among the links, so that each link uses PerfBound with a local performance bound of 0.166%. This is, however, unnecessarily conservative. An application that mainly communicates at Level 0 (say), would rarely incur overheads at the upper levels, meaning that the overhead is actually being constrained to 0.33%. Although a lower overhead is better, all else being equal, the configured 1% performance bound would probably have led to greater energy savings. Our solution for multi-hop networks is PerfBoundRatio, which is configured with a global performance bound. It adapts dynamically to the locality of the application's communication pattern, using only the information that is available locally at the switch. In order to use PerfBound, each switch must be given enough information about the network topology to be able to calculate the level of the highest switch in the route between any pair of source and destination IP addresses. This may require specific configuration, but for an HPC system, such configuration is tolerable.
We explain PerfBoundRatio using the example three-level network in Figure 5 . The switches are labeled with the level and a unique number; e.g. L11 is one of the switches in level 1 and nodes are labeled T and S0 to S2. Let us assume, node T transmits 1000 messages in total, to S0, S1 and S2, in proportion 50%, 40% and 10%, respectively. In a real application, all nodes will transmit, with different distributions to various nodes, but the total counts are simply the sums of the various contributions, and the algorithm still works. It can be best understood by looking at a simple case.
Each link has four counters, one that counts the total number of messages over the link, and three messages/level counters, each corresponding to a level in the network. The messages/level counter for level n counts the number of messages seen whose highest level in the network is exactly n. This information is summarized, for all links, in Table 1 . This table also shows the proportion of messages that go to each level, found by dividing by the total number of messages. For example, the link between L00 and L10 sees all messages from T that go to either S1 or S2. There are 500 such messages, of which 400 go to S1, reaching level 1, and 100 go to S2, reaching level 2. The ratios of messages that reach levels 0, 1 and 2, respectively, are 0, 0.8 and 0.2.
The key idea is to divide the global performance bound according to the behavior of the communication traffic. Of the 500 messages that are seen over the link between L00 and . In this equation, the weighing factors of 0.8 and 0.2 are given by the message statistics, 0.01 is the global performance bound, and the denominators are the numbers of hops on the routes.
In general, for a particular link, let LC0 be the total number of messages that reach maximum level 0, LC1 be the total number that reach maximum level 1, and LC2 the total number that reach level 2. Let LC = LC0 + LC1 + LC2 be the local total message counter. Then the local performance bound (as shown in 
Calculating the LinkOFF threshold:
After calculating the total number of events that can be delayed, per unit time, the final step is to determine the LinkOFF threshold. As described in Section 3.2, the LinkOFF threshold is the duration of time that the link must remain idle before it is switched off.
The LinkOFF threshold is determined from a histogram of idle link events. In detail, at the end of every idle link event, one new data point is available. This data point is the length of the previous idle link event. As shown in Figure 6 , the bin corresponding to this length is determined and its histogram value is incremented. The histogram therefore keeps track of the distribution of link idle interval lengths, and its total mass increases over time. The LinkOFF threshold is found by searching from the right-hand side of the histogram; i.e. from the longest idle intervals, until the correct total number of messages has been found. That is, if the histogram has been collected for total time X, then the previous section gives the number of messages to delay as N = lX / Tw, where l is the local performance bound. The threshold is given by the midpoint of the smallest bin that has a total of at most N messages in all bins to its right.
The amount of work per message is constant and rather small, since it is only necessary to update the histogram and search for the correct value of LinkOFF. In our experiments, the LinkOFF threshold value is updated after every idle link event, but clearly it can be updated less frequently if desired. Alternatively, the algorithm can easily be optimized to take advantage of the fact that the correct value of LinkOFF seldom moves by more than one bin at a time. Figure 7 shows three important characteristics of the algorithm. The x-axis is time, or more accurately a sequence number for the idle link event, and the y-axis is the value of the LinkOFF threshold, measured for a particular, but arbitrary, edge link (other edge links had similar behavior). Firstly, the correct value of the LinkOFF threshold differs dramatically between benchmarks-notice the logarithmic scale on the y-axis. Secondly, most applications rapidly converge to a stable value of the LinkOFF threshold, within just 200 events. This stable value can be compared with the point in Figure 3 where the overhead drops below 1%. Thirdly, for some benchmarks, most clearly LU, LinkOFF threshold is seen to adapt to varying application phases.
Although we discuss our mechanisms per unit-time, structures are refreshed in idle link events, e.g. every 20,000 idle link events, irrespective of the elapsed time or application. In Figure 7 , we show that, for all applications, the algorithm converges within 200 events, which is only 1% of 20,000, hence a negligible fraction. When a new application begins, only the first refresh cycle has events from the old application. In the worst case, at 4µs and 6 hops/message incurred on all 20,000 events in the first refresh cycle, the overhead is ≤480ms, which is negligible compared with typical application execution times.
PerfBoundPredict: Prediction over PerfBound for On/Off networks
It is clear, both from the above analysis and from the traces in Figure 1 , that HPC applications exhibit repetitive behavior. This repetitive behavior translates to periodic and predictable idle link events. We use this insight to propose an idle period predictor that detects repetitive idle link events in order to turn off the link immediately as opposed to waiting for the LinkOFF threshold to expire. This section describes PerfBoundPredict, an idle period predictor, whose performance overhead is controlled by PerfBound. Whenever the length of the upcoming idle period cannot be predicted with high confidence, the algorithm defaults to PerfBound. In addition, whenever the predictor mis-predicts, the performance overhead of one additional wakeup delay is compensated for: either by throttling prediction or by adjusting the LinkOFF threshold.
We borrow from ATPT [25] , by predicting based on sourcedestination pairs. ATPT predicts the total amount of data transferred, whereas PerfBoundPredict is concerned with idle link durations. One challenge in predicting the lengths of idle periods is that there is always some noise; i.e., no two idle link events have exactly the same duration. This is handled by effectively quantizing the idle link events; that is, more accurately, by considering two idle link events to be the same if they differ by less than ±20%. We propose this tolerance based on experiments that showed a steep reduction in the number of unique idle link events up to ±20%. This means that the wakeup time must be up to 20% before the predicted event, since that prediction could correspond to a value as small as that. Finally, we ignore all events that are smaller than twice the time required for link wake-up and sleep, since there are many such events but they do not provide significant benefits for energy savings. Figure 8 shows how classifying idle link events by the srcdest pair for the preceding message helps to identify repetitive behavior. Figure 8(a) plots the event duration on the y-axis for all idle link events, arranged along the x-axis. The data is for a fixed but arbitrary edge link, for application BT; shows only those idle link events that follow a message on a specific src-dest pair. Note that not all src-dest pairs attach to large idle events. Most of the other src-dest pairs we examined had no large idle events at all. In fact, we chose the src-dest pair that contains all of the large events visible in Figure 8 (a). In Figure 8 (b), all large events are separated from the preceding one by exactly the same number of idle link events. In Figure 8 (c), we account for variation in the idle event durations by applying ± 20% variation tolerance. Figure 9 , shows a block diagram of the proposed prediction mechanism. The predictor has two functions, update state and predict state. As shown in the figure, update state is invoked whenever a link is woken up. During update state, all fields in the predict table are updated with the previous idle link event. Predict state is invoked whenever the link becomes idle. The predict table is accessed, based on the recent src-dest, to make an idle time prediction. When prediction is not possible, algorithm defaults to remain on until LinkOFF threshold.
The predict Prediction is done, whenever the link becomes idle based on the src-dest pair of the recent message. First, the src-dest pair is used to obtain a list of all matching entries in the predict table. Each entry in the predict table is checked in turn, starting from the most recent, by first calculating the Current Event Difference as the difference between Event counter+1, which corresponds to the event counter after this idle period, and the Last Updated Value in the entry. If the Current Event Difference matches the Event Difference in the table, then the entry is a tentative match. In this case, the 2-bit counter is checked for confidence. If it indicates a reliable prediction, then the link is immediately turned off, and scheduled to turn back on after a time given by the Event Duration minus 20%. If no tentative match is found whose 2-bit counter indicates a reliable prediction, then the algorithm defaults to PerfBound or PerfBoundRatio, by remaining on for a time given by LinkOFF threshold. Figure 10 shows the normalized application execution time, for each application referenced in the previous section, relative to the same system with an always-on interconnect. Figure 11 is similar, but for link energy savings, separately for each level of the network, where level 0 is connected to the nodes and level 2 is the highest. The energy saving mechanisms are identified as follows: Toff turns off each link as soon as it becomes idle. T50us is an arbitrary static LinkOFF threshold which has the link on for 50us before turning off. Since worst-case static LinkOFF threshold and PerfBound are described only for a single hop, results for the 3-level hierarchical network are given for three variants -allocating the 1% performance overhead equally among two, four or six hops. For example Ton4hop is static LinkOFF threshold tolerating a 0.25% overhead per hop; since the wake-up latency is Tw = 4µs, this bound is enforced whenever the LinkOFF threshold is at least Tw/0.0025. In con- Figure 10 : Application incurred performance overheads over techniques proposed On average, as shown in Figure 10 , proposed mechanisms PerfBoundRatio and PerfBoundPredict both remain within the assigned performance degradation bound of 1%. In comparison to Toff, our mechanisms (on average) reduce possible performance degradation from about 40% to assigned 1%. PerfBound2hop, expectedly exceeds assigned PerfBound to about 2.5% while PerfBound6hop is well within 1% at about 0.5%. As mentioned above it is clear from the results that PerfBound2hop and PerfBound4hop are too optimistic while PerfBound6hop is too conservative and PerfBoundRatio performs better at maintaining the assigned PerfBound. Static LinkOFF threshold values Ton(2,4,6)hop and T50us have performance degradation of 0.5% and 4% respectively.
RESULTS
With respect to energy, as shown in Figure 11 , on average, Toff and T50us gives the highest link energy savings, followed by PerfBoundPredict and PerfBoundRatio. Note that the difference in energy savings between our proposed PerfBoundRatio or PerfBoundPredict and the naive Toff technique is less than 20%, while on average PerfBound reduces performance degradation by about 40%. On average, PerfBoundPredict produces 8.5% higher energy savings compared to PerfBoundRatio and overall, PerfBoundPredict saves link energy by 68.5% compared to an always-on network followed by PerfBoundRatio which saves 60% in network Level-1. Similarly, at higher levels 2 and 3, PerfBoundPredict saves 55% and 49% and PerfBoundRatio saves 51% and 48% respectively. Note that higher levels of the network tend to have higher traffic, reducing possible opportunity for energy savings. Prediction technique works best in the lower levels (which contain the highest proportion of links in the network) and less well at the higher levels which are subject to more noise. Note that the lower prediction accuracy has not contributed to higher performance degradation. PerfBound(2,4,6)hop have lower/higher energy savings respective their performance degradation.
Four of the bars in the figures are for static values of the LinkOFF threshold. The 50us static LinkOFF threshold (T50us) achieves good link energy savings, but the worstcase performance degradation of 30% is unacceptable. In comparison, the worst-case overhead for PerfBoundRatio is 4% and for PerfBoundPredict 3.5%. On the other hand, Ton(2,4,6)hop have <=1% overhead, but their energy consumption is more than twice that of PerfBoundRatio and PerfBoundPredict, at 77% rather than 37%. We also performed a sweep to find the best static LinkOFF threshold. We found that a value of 500us or larger is needed to reduce the worst-case overhead, for our benchmarks, to 4%. At this point the average energy consumption increases to 49% of the original, compared with 40% for PerfBoundRatio and 35% for PerfBoundPredict. Moreover, to be confident that the worst case overhead in production is reasonable, a prudent system designer should choose an even larger LinkOFF threshold, similar to the values used by Ton(2,4,6)hop. As previously described, this would lead to link energy consumption roughly double that of PerfBoundRatio/Predict.
In Figures 10 and 11 it is clear that some applications, more than others, benefit from predictability. Application LINPACK, for example, has no benefit from prediction. This lack of benefit is because PerfBoundRatio works very well for LINPACK leaving little scope for improvement. PerfBoundPredict saves energy by switching off the link immediately without having to wait for LinkOFF threshold timer to expire. Hence consequently if LinkOFF timer is small, relative benefit from PerfBoundPredict mechanism is low. LINPACK, as explained in Section 3.3 and as seen in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) , contains few events that contribute to majority of the idle time while most events are small and fit into a rather small LinkOFF Threshold value.
Contrary to the above, BT appears to benefit by about 60% from prediction. Unlike LINPACK, BT contains a large number of events that are large and contribute significantly to idle time of the application (Figure 4 ). Since LinkOFF threshold for BT is large, turning off the link immediately results in larger power savings. Interestingly, in Figure 11 , we find that PerfBound2hop performs better than PerfBoundPredict. The reason for this can be seen in Figure 10 , since, unlike other mechanisms, PerfBound2hop exceeds the PerfBound value of 1% by a small amount. This small amount is essentially the difference between a LinkOFF threshold larger than or smaller than that of the large cluster of events observed in Figure 4 (c). When LinkOFF threshold is larger, as in PerfBoundRatio, 1% PerfBound is maintained, however lesser energy is saved, when smaller, 1% PerfBound is not maintained, as in PerfBound2hop, however higher link energy is saved. Similar behavior can be observed at a smaller scale in applications CG and MILC.
The two outliers whose overhead are not bounded are NAMD and LU, due to dependencies in their messages i.e., messages in these applications are not transmitted until the reception of dependent messages. Further, as shown in Figure 1(c) , NAMD does not have patterns to exploit for energy savings. Note that in both cases, performance overhead is still less than 4% with link energy savings up to 70%.
CONCLUSIONS
Interconnect inefficiency is a growing problem in HPC. While HPC applications have potential for link energy savings, techniques can only be employed if performance degradation is controlled. In this paper, we presented three techniques towards the above in the context of on/off links -PerfBound, PerfBoundRatio and PerfBoundPredict. We showed that significant energy savings can be obtained while performance overhead is bounded. Our techniques do not require modifications to the application/compilers nor does it introduce extra traffic into the network. The key novelty of our work is the analysis of link energy from a performance perspective -linking application performance degradation with link energy savings. Furthermore, we presented detailed analysis and insights on HPC application behavior with respect to link idle periods. We believe that our techniques and analysis could be useful in the upcoming standardization of Energy Efficient Ethernet for 40/100Gb links.
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